Using a microscopic cluster representation for thermodynamic
demonstrate that recent observation of homogeneous coherent epitaxial alloys )1000' C below the bulk miscibility temperature and the "pinning" of the composition near the lattice-matched value (" lattice latching" or "pulling" ) above the bulk miscibility temperature, share a common origin. We trace these effects to the lattice mismatch between alloy constituents (not to alloy mismatch with the substrate) and predict they will exist for growth methods as different as liquid-phase and molecular-beam epitaxy.
Coherent epitaxial growth of disordered alloys shows two dramatic differences relative to bulk growth under otherwise identical conditions.
First, even on latticematched substrates, homogeneous alloys may be grown epitaxially at temperatures for which the bulk constituents are not miscible, e.g. , ' Ba"Ca~, F2, GaAs"Sbi ", and
GaP"Sb1 ". Second aHb" (x, T) = g P"(x, T)E"b" (a (x, T) ' ' and epitaxial' A| "B"alloyshave been successfully described by expanding the alloy energy as a linear combination of the energies E"of constituent clusters's n, e. g., the nearest-neighbor A4 "8"(n0 -4) clusters accounting for the principal interactions in the alloy. ' 
1988 The American Physical Society ergy and cluster energies, ' ' it is most convenient to draw cluster properties from periodic structures. ' Thus, the cluster-energy functions E"'and E"" in Eq.
(1) can be calculated from first principles. ' ' For small deformations they are accurately and conveniently described by harmonic elasticity theory; per fcc site EP(a"c) hH"+ f a"B"(a, -a, )
where we have used the identity dx/dp (dp/dx) ' 
where B(x,T) (which depends on substrate orientation ' ) and a (x, T) are ratios of sums over the P"ofcluster properties. The second term in Eq. (3) has the form predicted for a harmonic elastic continuum with equilibrium lattice parameter a(x, T) and epitaxial elastic modulus B(x,T).
This important result places the common phenomenological elastic treatment of an alloy' on a microscopic footing. ' ' Our approach diff'ers ' We have calculated'
[AH", a", C;~I" j for the clusters Ga4As"Sb4 "relevant to GaAs, Sbi -". Using Eqs. (1) and (2) 
